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Abstract

We compare the degree of anchoring of inflation expectations in the euro area, the United States and the United Kingdom, focusing on the post-crisis period. First of all, we estimate a set of measures of average and tail correlation using inflation swaps and options, following Natoli and Sigalotti (2016). To quantify the degree of anchoring, we also propose a new indicator based on the results of a logistic regression, measuring the odds that strong negative shocks to short-term expectations are channelled to large declines in long-term expectations. The results reveal, for the euro area, an increase in the de-anchoring risk during the last quarter of 2014; while showing a significant reduction after the peak, our de-anchoring indicator remains high and volatile in 2015 and 2016. Expectations in the US and UK are instead found to be firmly anchored.
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Non-technical summary

Weak inflation expectations are a global phenomenon: in recent years, the euro area, the United States and the United Kingdom have witnessed a substantial lowering of long-term expectations. Since the end of 2014, however, the risk of expectations falling for an extended period below the level consistent with the definition of price stability has increased particularly in the euro area, most likely owing to persistently slack economic activity.

We propose a comparative analysis of the degree of anchoring of inflation expectations in the three economies using both the tools elaborated in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016a) and a new indicator based on inflation linked swap. The new indicator estimate the extent to which shocks affecting short-term expectations, such as changes in relative prices, will be passed on to long-term expectations.

No relevant episodes of de-anchoring are detected before the global financial crisis in the three economies. While in the euro area the transmission of shocks to long-term inflation expectations has increased at the end of 2014, the indicator constructed with US and UK data shows some fluctuations but remain mostly flat throughout the sample.
1. Introduction

Since the end of 2011, the euro area, the United States and the United Kingdom have been experiencing a steady disinflation, which has become more pronounced since 2013 (see Figure 1). In addition, during 2014 long-term inflation expectations, both survey-based and derived from the prices of inflation swap contracts, have also edged downwards in the three economies (see Figure 2, 3, 4). These developments differ substantially from the 2008-2009 episode, when oil prices collapsed from the peak reached in July 2008 in the wake of the global financial crisis. In that period, long-term inflation expectations, although substantially revised downwards, remained well anchored to the definition of price stability in all three economies.

Sharp disinflation and deflation are a source of special concern. The presence of nominal constraints in the economy – namely, the zero lower bound on nominal interest rates, borrowing limits and downward nominal wage rigidities - causes the costs of negative shocks to inflation to exceed those of positive ones. As inflation declines, those constraints could become binding, eventually preventing monetary policy from closing the inflation gap, agents from deleveraging, and the labour market from clearing. A persistent departure from the target could entail a de-anchoring of expectations, revealing a loss of credibility of the monetary authority and inducing agents to postpone consumption and investment, leading to a deflationary spiral that might become entrenched.

In this paper we test a sufficient condition for de-anchoring of long-term inflation expectations below the central bank’s target (henceforth downside de-anchoring) in the euro area, the United States and the United Kingdom; for this purpose, we rely only on market-based indicators of inflation expectations implied by inflation swaps and options quotes. Only a handful of papers address this topic for the euro area after the global financial crisis. A study by Autrup and Grothe (2014) looks at the responsiveness of inflation expectations to macroeconomic announcements, finding that they remained firmly anchored during the crisis, with the sample ending in 2012. Using market quotes of options on inflation from 2009 to 2013, Scharnagl and Stapf (2015) conduct a time-varying event study and find that market beliefs react to macro news only mildly.

Signals of de-anchoring of long-term inflation expectations up to February 2015 have been detected in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016). Studying the pass-through of inflation expectations using probability distributions estimated from quoted derivatives, they find that, since mid-

---

1 Without further identification assumptions, estimates based on market quotes jointly represent inflation expectations and the inflation risk premium attached to them: while inflation risk premia are also informative, as well as expectations, in assessing the degree of anchoring, we choose not to extract risk premia and to loosely refer to breakeven inflation as inflation expectations throughout the analysis. A discussion of the role of risk premia in market based estimates is provided in Section 2.1.
2014, negative tail events affecting short-term inflation expectations have been increasingly channelled onto long-term ones: this has ignited both downward revisions in expectations and upward changes in uncertainty. By contrast, positive short-term tail events have left long-term views mostly unaffected. This result is in line with the high sensitivity of medium-to-long term expectations to inflation surprises observed in Miccoli and Neri (2015).

Concerning the US, two important contributions point out that inflation expectations have been less anchored since the outbreak of the financial crisis. Galati et al. (2011) observe that expected inflation became more volatile in 2007 and that its sensitivity to news about current inflation and other domestic macroeconomic variables increased during the turmoil triggered by the collapse of Lehmann Brothers. Antrup and Grothe (2014) analyze the price formation in nominal and inflation-linked bonds, finding that the degree of inflation anchoring in the US decreased to a lower level than the euro area as of 2012. For the subsequent years, mixed results are reported: using news-regressions with multiple endogenous breaks, Nautz and Strohsal (2015) confirm the evidence of a de-anchoring of expectations driven by the outbreak of the crisis, and no evidence of re-anchoring as of 2014; on the other hand, in Nechio (2015) survey-based long-term expectations are judged as firmly anchored, and their recent decline is ascribed to downward revisions made by forecasters who overestimated inflation in the aftermath of the Great Recession.

As far as we know, there are no contributions claiming a heightened de-anchoring risk during the most recent period for the United Kingdom, one of the first countries to have adopted inflation targeting. Gurkaynak et al. (2010) compare the level of anchoring in the US and the UK from the 90’s onwards, finding that, from initially high levels, the volatility and responsiveness to macro news of UK inflation compensation was substantially reduced after the adoption of the inflation target (the same result is reported in Mehrotra and Yetman, 2014). Current expectations are assessed to be broadly consistent with the target, even though some measures of long-term expectations lying below past average levels are being closely monitored (BoE, 2015).

We propose a comparative analysis of the degree of anchoring of inflation expectations in the three economies using both the tools elaborated in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) and a new indicator. In Natoli and Sigalotti (2016), the point was made that ordinary pass-through models based on linear correlations between short and long term inflation expectations are not enough to assess the degree of anchoring to the central banks’ target, for two main reasons: (i) correlations treat the comovement between negative shocks to short- and long-term expectations in the same way as the comovement between positive shocks; (ii) the transmission of uncertainty about future inflation from the short to the long-run, a worry barometer of market sentiment, is totally disregarded. Using both copula-based estimates
and a nonparametric indicator of tail dependence, a set of indicators including both average and tail comovements, also looking at left and right tails separately, is produced.

A new estimation technique is here developed to obtain a statistical indicator of downside de-anchoring. This new measure (called *Left-tail Pass-Through indicator* or LTPT) selects some of the information embedded in the previous set of indicators to produce a synthetic estimate, adds statistical significance to the results obtained in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) and allows a quantitative comparison among countries. Following the idea that extreme short-term shocks might affect long-term beliefs and that only a *negative* pass-through (i.e., downward revisions of long-term expectations) can signal a possible downside de-anchoring, we specify our new measure as an *odds ratio*, i.e. the ratio of the odds that left-tail revisions to long-term expectations are coupled to strong negative shocks to short-term expectations over the odds that the same revisions are associated to different short-run variations. The more this ratio increases, the tighter is the link between negative shocks and strong negative variations in long-term views; with long-term inflation expectations drifting away from the central bank’s target, it might signal a growing de-anchoring risk.

The odds ratio is estimated as the exponential of the slope coefficient of a logistic regression, in which the binary dependent variable takes the value 1 when revisions of long-term expectations are below the 10th percentile (left tail) and 0 otherwise, and the regressor is a binary variable equal to 1 when daily changes in short-term expectations fall in the left tail, 0 otherwise. Short and long-term inflation expectations are proxied by forward 1y1y and 5y5y inflation swaps, respectively and regressions are carried out on rolling windows of 250 daily observations (about one calendar year); the sample starts in 2004, when inflation swap quotes started to be available on Bloomberg, and ends in May 2016.

Concerning the euro area, no relevant episodes of downside de-anchoring are detected before the global financial crisis. By contrast, both the comovement measures of Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) and the new indicator suggest an increased shock transmission at the end of 2014; the left-tail pass-through suggests that, following the announcement of the Quantitative Easing program launched by the European Central Bank, concerns about possible de-anchoring have slightly declined, even though the indicator remains substantially volatile in 2015 and 2016. Using US and UK data, the indicators of pass-through show some fluctuations but remain mostly non-significant throughout the sample. Since late 2014, the measures of Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) show rising tail correlations; however, despite a moderate increase in both countries, the new indicators remain not significant.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the available data sets of inflation swaps and options for the three economies, while Section 3 briefly reviews the estimation methods elaborated in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) (Section 3.1) and explains in detail how
the new estimator is constructed (Section 3.2). Section 4 discusses the results obtained using our range of indicators to assess the anchoring of inflation expectations in the United Kingdom, the United States and the euro area. Section 5 concludes.

2. Data

The market for inflation-linked derivatives has witnessed a considerable development in the past few years. The most popular inflation derivatives include inflation swaps and inflation options (caps and floors). An inflation swap is a derivative contract in which two parties agree to exchange a fixed amount of money with a floating amount linked to realized inflation on particular dates in the future. Inflation caps (floors) are derivative contracts in which the holder has the right to receive compensation payments at the end of each period in which the inflation rate exceeds (falls below) an agreed-upon strike rate; these latter contracts involve no obligations when the realized inflation is below the strike, and in exchange for the contingent future payment, the holder pays a price (option premium) upfront. Inflation swaps, caps and floors can be zero-coupon or year-on-year: for our purpose, we only rely on prices of zero-coupon ones.

The underlying assets of quoted swaps and options are: Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices excluding Tobaccos (HICPxT) for the euro area, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the United States and the Retail Price Index (RPI) for the United Kingdom; the three indexes are lagged by three months in order to be known at the maturity date of the option.

For each of the three economies, the time series of inflation swaps (1 to 30 years ahead) is available since 2004, while caps and floors on future inflation (1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10 years ahead) since October 2009. We exploit the full length of the series of the 1-, 2-, 5- and 10-year swaps and 1- ad 10-year options; each indicator is computed on a sample ending on August 14, 2015.

2.1. Expectations and risk premia

Throughout the paper, we need to bear in mind that probability distributions extracted from option quotes are risk-neutral by assumption, i.e. they are not adjusted for investors’ risk preferences. Risk-neutral distributions incorporate an inflation risk premium in addition

2 Zero-coupon contracts consist of a single compensation payment at maturity, while year-on-year ones include intermediate payments depending on the level of the inflation rate in each year of the reference period. Bloomberg provides quotes for both types.

3 Since the inflation indexes are not observed daily, the fixed leg of an inflation swap contract, which is traded daily, is taken as a proxy.
to the expectation of future inflation, as well as a liquidity premium. Concerning the inflation risk premium, term structure estimates show that risk premia are significantly volatile, especially on long maturities.

However, inflation risk premia, whose identification gave mixed results in the literature in terms of magnitude and sign, are informative, as well as expectations, in assessing the degree of anchoring: indeed, the investors willingness to pay large premia in order to protect themselves against a scenario of persistently low inflation would also signal high risks in terms of the central banks credibility and ability to bring inflation back to target. Bauer and Christensen (2014) point out that risk-neutral probabilities are useful for policy analysis, as policymakers are worried about extreme outcomes just like investors. As stated by Kocherlakota (2013), policy decision making should take into account the evolution of risk-neutral probabilities, since it reflects changes in market participants’ views about future possible outcomes.

3. Anchoring indicators

3.1. Comovement indicators

In the first part of the empirical analysis we compare some measures of co-dependence between short- and long-term beliefs about future inflation in the United Kingdom, the United States and the euro area; the estimation extends the one conducted in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) for the euro area. Our working hypothesis is that a high sensitivity of medium-to-long term inflation expectations to changes in short term expectations is an indicator of de-anchoring. In particular, an increased comovement in the tails could signal a higher sensitivity of long-term beliefs to short-term developments, per se a warning of possible de-anchoring; moreover, an asymmetric response to extreme shocks (i.e., increasing comovement in one tail and constant or decreasing comovement in the other one) might suggest that the balance of risk is tilted to one side.

In order to detect possible signs of de-anchoring, we thus look at the degree of comovement between short- and long-term average expectations and between the dispersion of views about future inflation in the short and long run. For this purpose, we use three different indicators: (1) Pearson’s correlation coefficient; (2) a parametric indicator based on copula functions; (3) non-parametric indicators based the so-called TailCor measure.

4 The heterogeneity of the available estimates of inflation risk premia is highlighted also by Pericoli (2012), who provides a comparison of some estimates found in the literature and shows that there indeed are stark differences among them.
Inflation expectations in the short and medium-to-long run are proxied by forward rates computed from daily market quotes of inflation swaps for the United Kingdom, the United States and the euro area. Short-term expectations are measured by 1y1y forward rates, while medium-to-long term expectations are described by 5y5y forward rates. The dispersion of market-based inflation expectations, interpreted as uncertainty around future inflation, is computed as the standard deviation of the risk-neutral probability distributions extracted from option prices. Probability distributions of future inflation at different maturities are derived from quoted caps and floors for the United Kingdom, the United States and the euro area, on a daily basis for all the available strike prices. The extraction of option-implied densities relies on the semi-nonparametric technique developed in Taboga (2015), which is computationally inexpensive and robust to outliers. For each economy, the level of uncertainty around short-term and long-term expectations is proxied by the standard deviation of the distributions of expected inflation 1-year and 10-year ahead, respectively.

From the series of inflation expectations and standard deviations, we compute first differences for both short- and long-term variables and we filter them in order to remove autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. Then, in order to assess the level of comovement between daily revisions of short- and longer-term average expectations we perform a rolling estimate of the following indicators:

- Pearson’s $\rho$ correlation coefficient, which measures average comovement;
- Student’s $t$ copula-based coefficient of conditional tail dependence, which measures the degree of comovement between the tails of the distributions, i.e. it estimates to what extent large revisions in short-term expectations tend to be associated with large changes in long-term beliefs; it is an asymptotic indicator and does not distinguish between comovement in the upper and lower tail (see Natoli and Sigalotti (2016), Appendix B for the details);
- TailCor index, which measures the degree of comovement between the tails of the distributions and, unlike the previous one, does not require any distributional assumption; it does not distinguish between comovement in the upper and the lower tail;
- UpTailCor, which measures the degree of comovement between the upper tails of the two distributions, and DownTailCor, which quantifies the co-dependence between large downswings (lower tails) (see Natoli and Sigalotti (2016), Appendix C for the details).

The same set of indicators is used to also measure the co-dependence between daily changes in the standard deviations of the distribution of short- and long-term inflation expectations:

---

5See Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) for the details.
this allows to estimate the transmission of uncertainty about future inflation from the short to the long run.

3.2. The Left-Tail Pass-through Indicator

In the previous section we described some indicators of interdependence between daily revisions in short- and medium-to-long term inflation expectations, which look either at the whole distribution (correlation) or at extreme changes only (coefficient of conditional tail dependence based on copulas; TailCor; UpTailCor and DownTailCor). Although these measures convey a great amount of information, in some cases their complexity can make the interpretation of the results less straightforward.

In this section we introduce an alternative indicator of downside de-anchoring based on a simple econometric analysis, which only relies on quoted inflation swaps, with no use of inflation options and of the burdensome calculations required for copula-based and TailCor estimates. The idea is not to investigate the level of the co-movement between left tail revisions (as the DownTailCor index) but the relative importance of this association with respect to any other co-variation between short- and long-term expectations, e.g. left tail short-term revisions associated with positive long-run variations or left tail revisions of expectations associated with negative (but not extreme) long-term changes.

One way to achieve this is to decompose the distributions of both short- and long-run revisions into different sections and group the observations that belong to each section as a single event: this allows to construct the conditional probabilities of each event involving short-term changes with respect to every possible event involving long-term revisions, and construct relative measures of co-dependence based on the ratio between these probabilities.

**Fixed sample** In a sample of daily variations of short and long-term inflation swaps, we divide the observations for each variable into two groups, using dummy variables. While we focus on the reactions to extreme negative short-term variations, we only need to cluster our observations into left-tail and non-left-tail events. We therefore construct our dummies in the following way: the first one takes the value 1 if daily revisions in short-term inflation swaps are below a specific quantile in the left tail area of the distribution and 0 otherwise; the second variable is equal to 1 in case of long-term revisions below the same quantile and 0 otherwise.

\footnote{Note that short-term inflation swaps normally have wider daily fluctuations than longer-term ones. Applying the quantile computed on short-term (long-term) changes to the distribution of long-term (short-term) ones leads to underestimate (overestimate) the number of tail variations in long-term (short-term) expectations.}
Namely, let \( \{s_t\} \) and \( \{l_t\} \) be the time series of daily short term and long term inflation expectations, computed from inflation swap quotes; \( \{\Delta s_t\} \) and \( \{\Delta l_t\} \) are the time series of daily changes. Let \( q^s \) and \( q^l \) be the chosen quantile of the empirical distributions of \( \Delta s_t \) and \( \Delta l_t \), respectively. Then at a given date \( t \), we define the binary variables \( x_t \) and \( y_t \) as

\[
x_t = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \Delta s_t \leq q^s \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{1}
\]

and

\[
y_t = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \Delta l_t \leq q^l \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

Our indicator of de-anchoring is based on the following logistic regression:

\[
p(y_t = 1|x_t) = \frac{e^{\alpha + \beta x_t}}{1 + e^{\alpha + \beta x_t}} \tag{3}
\]

where \( p(y_t = 1|x_t) \) is the conditional probability of a left-tail revision of long-run expectations at time \( t \). The ratio of the latter probability to its complement \( p(y_t = 0|x_t) \) defines the odds of \( y \) being equal to 1 with respect to \( y \) being 0, i.e. the odds of a left-tail revision in long-term expectations versus a non-extreme change, conditional on the value of \( x \). Being \( x \) dichotomous, one can assess the relative probability of the events of interest by calculating the ratio of the odds when \( x = 1 \) against \( x = 0 \), i.e. the ratio of the odds of a large downward revision in long-term expectations when the change in short-term expectations is extremely negative over the odds of the same revision being associated to a different short-term variation, either mildly negative or positive. This quantity, that we name Left-Tail Pass-Through (LTPT) indicator, is known as the odds ratio and is given by the exponential of \( \beta \):

\[
LTPT = \frac{p(y_t = 1|x_t = 1)}{p(y_t = 1|x_t = 0)} \bigg/ \frac{p(y_t = 0|x_t = 1)}{p(y_t = 0|x_t = 0)} = e^\beta. \tag{4}
\]

Values of the LTPT above (below) one indicate that the odds that left tail long-term revisions are associated to variations in the left tail of short-term ones are greater (smaller) than the odds that variations in long-term expectations are coupled with other changes in short-term views. Obviously, the statistical significance of the LTPT is linked to the statistical significance of the \( \beta \) coefficient.

\# In order to obtain a meaningful interpretation of the estimated slope coefficient in terms of odds ratio, the logit model is preferred to a probit.

\# The significance of the coefficient \( \beta_t \) can be assessed by testing the hypothesis \( H_0 : \beta_t = 0 \). The \( z \)-statistic
**Tracking the pass-through over time** To observe the evolution of the LTPT over time, we need to split the sample and estimate regression (3) on rolling windows. One of the main issues that arise is the choice of the quantiles $q_s$ and $q_l$ in each subsample.

The two most straightforward ways to set the quantiles are to compute them in the whole sample and refer to them in each rolling window estimate (absolute thresholds) or to re-calculate quantiles at each iteration on the current subsample of observations (time-varying thresholds). If $\bar{q}_s$ and $\bar{q}_l$ are the quantiles estimated over the whole sample, and $\{q_s^t\}$ and $\{q_l^t\}$ are ones computed on each rolling window, equation (3) might be rewritten as:

\[
p_t \left( y_t = 1 \mid x_t(\bar{q}_l) \right) = \frac{e^{\alpha + \beta_t x_t(\bar{q}_s)}}{1 + e^{\alpha + \beta_t x_t(\bar{q}_s)}} \quad \text{absolute thresholds (5)}
\]

and

\[
p_t \left( y_t = 1 \mid x_t(q_l^t) \right) = \frac{e^{\alpha + \beta_t x_t(q_s^t)}}{1 + e^{\alpha + \beta_t x_t(q_s^t)}} \quad \text{time-varying thresholds (6)}
\]

Defining tail variations with respect to the whole sample or relatively to each subsample entails two different views on the underlying inflation swap process. If the risk-neutral distribution of expected inflation is considered to be quite stable over time, then it could be preferable to identify tail variations as extreme variations with respect to the whole sample; on the contrary, if market-based expectations are significantly time-varying, then defining tail changes on the whole sample might lead to misleading results.

From option-implied densities we noted that, as inflation swaps, also standard deviations of option-implied expectations, at both short and long maturities, have decreased over time since 2012. To construct input to tail comovement measures, Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) filtered out the inflation swap series using an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model to remove autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. We inspect the inflation swap process of US and UK finding that, as for the EA, it is significantly autocorrelated and heteroskedastic.

In our analysis, we observe that, in the post-crisis period, average daily variations are decreasing in magnitude over time: big downswings or upswings in absolute terms are, in

\[
z = \frac{\hat{\beta}_t}{\sqrt{\text{var}(\hat{\beta}_t)}}
\]

and is distributed as a standard normal distribution in large samples. Standard errors for $e^{\hat{\beta}_t}$ are the exponential of those of $\beta_t$.

*These results remain true even avoiding the highly volatile crisis period. All results are available upon request.

Obviously, provided that we work with risk-neutral expectations, we cannot disentangle whether autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity are driven by the dynamics of the risk premia or they are a genuine feature of market-based inflation expectations. In any case, dealing with inflation swaps, we consider the process as it is.
the last part of the sample, extremely rare, and even more so concomitant tail variations
in short and long swaps. This could significantly decrease the power of a fixed-threshold
LTPT indicator in testing anchoring. The alternative fixed-threshold estimate is provided as
a robustness check (Section 4.4).

Right-Tail Pass-Through Long-term expectations may also depart above the target,
entailing a risk of upside de-anchoring. While, with long-term expectations drifting down,
this is currently not an issue in the three observed economies, we construct the Right Tail
Pass Through indicator to investigate episodes of responsiveness to positive shocks since 2004
and to evaluate right tail comovements in the recent low expectation environment.

In the same spirit as Section 3.2, we construct our input dummies for the logistic regression
in the following way: the first one takes the value 1 if daily revisions in short-term inflation
swaps are above a specific quantile in the right tail area of the distribution and 0 otherwise;
the second variable is equal to 1 in case of long-term revisions above the same quantile and
0 otherwise.

Defining \( Q^s \) and \( Q^l \) as the chosen quantiles of the empirical distributions of \( \Delta s_t \) and \( \Delta l_t \),
\( x_t \) and \( y_t \) are now defined as

\[
x_t = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \Delta s_t \geq Q^s \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \tag{7}
\]

and

\[
y_t = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \Delta l_t \geq Q^l \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \tag{8}
\]

Equation 3 and equation 5 will become

\[
p(Y_t = 1|X_t) = \frac{e^{\gamma + \delta X_t}}{1 + e^{\gamma + \delta X_t}} \tag{9}
\]

\[
p_t \left( y_t(\bar{Q}^l) = 1|x_t(\bar{Q}^s) \right) = \frac{e^{\gamma + h_t X_t(\bar{Q}^s)}}{1 + e^{\gamma + h_t X_t(\bar{Q}^s)}} \tag{10}
\]

4. Empirical estimates

In this section we compare the evolution of the measures of anchoring of inflation
expectations discussed in Section 3 for the United Kingdom, the United States and the
euro area. For each economy, we discuss the results implied by the set of measures described
in Section 3.1 first, extending the analysis of Natoli and Sigalotti (2016), then we go through
the estimation of the LTPT presented in Section 3.2. Our attention is mainly focused on the last part of the sample (2014-2016), when a de-anchoring of inflation expectations from the central banks’ target became a widely debated issue.

The estimates are conducted on rolling windows with 250 daily observations (approximately one year). We choose 10th percentile (LTPT) and 90th percentile (RTPT) absolute thresholds, computed over the whole sample period excluding the recent financial crisis (i.e., from April 1, 2007 to April 1, 2009).

4.1. United Kingdom

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the comovement indicators of Section 3.1 in the United Kingdom. The measures indicate that the degree of comovement between short- and long-term inflation expectations remained low during the 2014 and the first part of 2015. During the summer of 2015, both linear correlations and the TailCor indicator increased steadily; a closer look at the Up and DownTailcor indexes suggests that the rise in tail correlations was mostly driven by an increase in the co-movement in the left-tail (Figure 5, bottom right panel). Figure 6 shows no significant correlations between standard deviation of short and long-term expectations; however, the last panel (Up and DownTailcor) indicates that this increase was due to a peak in the pass-through in the left tail, i.e., sharp reductions in uncertainty were transmitted from short- to long-term beliefs, which is not an undesirable phenomenon.

The moderate increase in the pass-through of shocks from short- to long-term beliefs in the early months of 2015 lead to a moderate increase of the LTPT (Figure 7); while on an increasing trend, the current level is not comparable to the spike we observed for the euro area at the end of 2014. While we do not see any actual concern for a de-anchoring risk, the recent upsings deserve attention. No significant differences between left and right tail comovements are reported (lower panel).

Overall, these estimates suggest that long-term inflation expectations in the United Kingdom remained anchored to the monetary policy objective.

4.2. United States

The degree of comovement between revisions in short- and long-term inflation expectations for the United States has been increasing moderately since early 2014 (Figure 8). The rise in the pass-through intensity affected also the tails of the distribution, which account for extreme daily revisions of inflation expectations; nevertheless, no significant asymmetry between co-variations of right and left tails emerges, thus contrasting with a
downside de-anchoring scenario (bottom right panel). Figure 9 shows that in the first half of 2014 there was an increase in the intensity of comovement between the uncertainty around short- and long-term inflation expectations in the US, but this increase was reversed by the end of the year. The recent increase in the copula-based indicator of standard deviation pass-through does not match the evidence of TailCor-type measures: according to them, tail correlations between short- and long-term standard deviations had a spike in 2014, but no asymmetry between the right and the left tails was detected (Up and DownTailCor move together, bottom right panel).

Figure 10 highlights that, according to the estimates based on the LTPT indicator, there is no evidence of de-anchoring of long-term inflation expectations in the United States in the aftermath of the crisis (upper panel), and no significant differences between left and right tail comovements (lower panel).

4.3. Euro area

A comparison between Figures 5 and 8 (UK and US) on one hand and Figure 11 (euro area) on the other hand highlights that the intensification of the pass-through in the last part of the sample was stronger in the euro area than in the other two economies, according to the indicators presented in Section 7.7.

Figures 11 and 12, overall, indicate that linear and tail correlations remained high in the euro area during 2015 and 2016, but confirm an attenuation in the pass-through of expectations and uncertainty, as it was also suggested in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) based on the empirical evidence available until mid February 2015. Moreover, the most recent data suggest that the asymmetry between the co-movements in the left tail and in the right tail, that was evident during 2014, is no longer in place (Figure 11, bottom right panel) [2].

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the LTPT indicator in the euro area. No relevant episodes of downside de-anchoring are detected before the global financial crisis. Between mid-2013 and mid-2014 the indicator started to grow, reaching a peak in late 2014. Its interesting to compare its evolution with the one of the RTPT (lower panel): while the LTPT started to increase in October 2014, the RTPT only followed in December, reaching a lower peak than the LTPT and then retrenching to 2013 levels. On the contrary, the LTPT remained high and volatile also in 2015 and 2016. This evidence is key in interpreting anchoring: while the level of comovement between left and right tail variations is quite similar to each other, the

---

71 In Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) it was noted that, in addition to increasing average and tail correlations in the euro area, correlations between left tails (DownTailCor) progressively increased throughout 2014, while correlations in the right tails (UpTailCor) followed the same trend only in the last part of the year. This signalled a higher likelihood of negative shocks being transmitted to long-term expectations.
left tail covariations are much more importance than right tail ones in relative terms, i.e. with respect to any other association between short and long-term expectations.

4.4. Robustness checks

The empirical analysis shows a sharp increase in the de-anchoring risk for the euro area in late 2014, partly reversed during 2015, and no relevant episodes of de-anchoring for the United States and United Kingdom. In this section we propose alternative estimates of the LTPT and RTPT indicators as a robustness check.

Fixed-threshold LTPT First of all, referring to the issue raised in Section 3.2 we compute alternative estimates of the LTPT using fixed thresholds. Results for the euro area are shown in Figure 14. As our indicator, the fixed-threshold LTPT peaked around end-2014; however, confirming our intuition, the very low number of identified tail variations makes confidence bands extremely large, suggesting very low power as an anchoring test.

Window length and tail level Secondly, we re-estimate the indicators using different specifications of the parameters: (i) different absolute tails; (ii) different sizes of the rolling window. Results for the euro area for the LTPT (left panels) and RTPT (right panels) are shown in Figure 15.

Upper panels compare the baseline specification of the left and right tail cutoffs (10th and 90th percentiles) and two alternative ones (5th-95th and 15th-85th percentiles). Overall, the narrative remains the same for the three specifications. The higher volatility in the LTPT indicator based on a left-tail threshold at 5% can be explained by the smaller number of tail-labeled observations. Lower panels compare estimates carried out using 180- and 360-day rolling windows in addition to out 250-day baseline specification: results remain broadly unchanged under the alternative specifications of the window size.

Controlling for daily oil returns Third, as in other papers dealing with the pass-through of inflation expectations, we control for a possible direct effect of oil returns on long-term expectations (see Miccoli and Neri (2015) and Buono and Formai (2015)). This is motivated by the – puzzling – increased correlation between oil returns and 5y/5y forward inflation swaps observed as of recently: from a theoretical point of view, oil shocks should affect long-term expectations only through their effect on short-run inflation expectations. We expand our logit model by including daily oil returns, so that Equation \[ \text{LTPT} \] becomes

\[ \text{LTPT with fixed thresholds for the US and UK are available upon request.} \]

\[ \text{As before, results for the US and UK are available upon request.} \]
\[ p_t \left( y_t(q_t^L) = 1 \mid x_t(q_t^L) \right) = \frac{e^{\alpha_t + \beta_t x_t(q_t^L) + \gamma_t \text{oilret}_t}}{1 + e^{\alpha_t + \beta_t x_t(q_t^L) + \gamma_t \text{oilret}_t}} \] 

(11)

Results reported in Figure 16 show that the LTPT does not change if daily oil returns are included in the model.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a comparative analysis of the degree of anchoring of inflation expectations in the euro area, United States and United Kingdom using both the market-based measures used in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) (Pearson’s correlations, copula-based tail correlations and TailCor indexes) and a new market-based indicator. First of all, we extend the analysis conducted in Natoli and Sigalotti (2016) to the United States and United Kingdom, using data on quoted inflation swaps and options. The results suggest that average and tail correlations have increased during the last year in the United States and, more recently, in the United Kingdom; however, even though no asymmetry in the transmission of shocks is found for the US, some signs of asymmetric behaviour in the tails are observed for the UK as of recently. For the euro area, linear and tail correlations increased at the end of 2014, remaining high and volatile during 2015 and 2016.

Secondly, we introduce a new indicator (called Left-tail Pass-Through indicator) derived from rolling logistic regressions, a simple measure which quantifies how strongly the presence or absence of large downswings in long-term expectations is associated with the presence or absence of large negative revisions in short-term ones. The results from the estimate of the LTPT indicator confirm, for the euro area, a strong increase in the de-anchoring risk during the last quarter of 2014; expectations in the US and UK are instead judged to be firmly anchored.
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Figure 1. Inflation targets in the Euro Area, US and UK. Core indices are all items less food and energy.
Figure 2. Market-based and survey based inflation expectations for the euro area. The underlying measures of inflation are HICPxT (inflation swaps) and CPI (survey-based).

Figure 3. Market-based and survey based inflation expectations for the United States. The underlying measure of inflation is the CPI index (inflation swaps and survey-based).

Figure 4. Market-based and survey based inflation expectations for the United Kingdom. The underlying measures of inflation are RPI (inflation swaps) and CPI (survey-based).
Figure 5. Four indicators of short- vs. medium-to-long term inflation expectations pass-through in the United Kingdom: (i) Pearson’s $\rho$ correlation coefficient; (ii) Student’s $t$ copula-based coefficient of tail dependence; (iii) TailCor index; (iv) UpTailCor (blue line) and DownTailCor (red line). Short-term expectations are 1 year ahead after 1 year (1y1y forward inflation swaps), while medium-to-long term ones are 5 years ahead after 5 years (5y5y forward). Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.

Figure 6. Four indicators of short- vs. medium-to-long term inflation uncertainty pass-through in the United Kingdom: (i) Pearson’s $\rho$ correlation coefficient; (ii) Student’s $t$ copula-based coefficient of tail dependence; (iii) TailCor index; (iv) UpTailCor (blue line) and DownTailCor (red line). Uncertainty about future inflation is proxied by the standard deviation of option-implied distributions of future inflation. Short-term uncertainty is 1 year ahead, while long-term one is 10 years ahead. Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.
Figure 7. Panel (a): Left-tail pass-through (LTPT) indicator for the United Kingdom computed from a logistic regression; 5-day moving averages are reported. Panel (b): Left-tail pass-through indicator (red) and right-tail pass-through indicator (blue). Rolling estimates with a window of 250 observations in the period 1-Jan-2004 to 31-May-2016.
Figure 8. Four indicators of short- vs. medium-to-long term inflation expectations pass-through in the United States: (i) Pearson’s $\rho$ correlation coefficient; (ii) Student’s $t$ copula-based coefficient of tail dependence; (iii) TailCor index; (iv) UpTailCor (blue line) and DownTailCor (red line). Short-term expectations are 1 year ahead after 1 year (1y1y forward inflation swaps), while medium-to-long term ones are 5 years ahead after 5 years (5y5y forward). Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.

Figure 9. Four indicators of short- vs. medium-to-long term inflation uncertainty pass-through in the United States: (i) Pearson’s $\rho$ correlation coefficient; (ii) Student’s $t$ copula-based coefficient of tail dependence; (iii) TailCor index; (iv) UpTailCor (blue line) and DownTailCor (red line). Uncertainty about future inflation is proxied by the standard deviation of option-implied distributions of future inflation. Short-term uncertainty is 1 year head, while long-term one is 10 years ahead. Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.
Figure 10. Panel (a): Left-tail pass-through (LTPT) indicator for the United States computed from a logistic regression; 5-day moving averages are reported. Panel (b): Left-tail pass-through indicator (red) and right-tail pass-through indicator (blue). Rolling estimates with a window of 250 observations in the period 1-Jan-2004 to 31-May-2016.
Figure 11. Four indicators of short- vs. medium-to-long term inflation expectations pass-through in the euro area: (i) Pearson’s $\rho$ correlation coefficient; (ii) Student’s $t$ copula-based coefficient of tail dependence; (iii) TailCor index; (iv) UpTailCor (blue line) and DownTailCor (red line). Short-term expectations are 1 year ahead after 1 year (1y1y forward inflation swaps), while medium-to-long term ones are 5 years ahead after 5 years (5y5y forward). Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.

Figure 12. Four indicators of short- vs. medium-to-long term inflation uncertainty pass-through in the euro area: (i) Pearson’s $\rho$ correlation coefficient; (ii) Student’s $t$ copula-based coefficient of tail dependence; (iii) TailCor index; (iv) UpTailCor (blue line) and DownTailCor (red line). Uncertainty about future inflation is proxied by the standard deviation of option-implied distributions of future inflation. Short-term uncertainty is 1 year ahead, while long-term one is 10 years ahead. Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.
Figure 13. Panel (a): Left-tail pass-through (LTPT) indicator for the euro area computed from a logistic regression; 5-day moving averages are reported. Panel (b): Left-tail pass-through indicator (red) and right-tail pass-through indicator (blue). Rolling estimates with a window of 250 observations in the period 1-Jan-2004 to 31-May-2016.
Figure 14. LTPT computed with fixed thresholds (upper panel) vs LTPT (lower panel). Bootstrapped confidence bands in both panels are computed with 1000 replications. Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.

Figure 15. Robustness checks for the LTPT and RTPT. Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.
Figure 16. Robustness checks for the LTPT to a logit model that controls for daily oil returns. Sample: 5-Oct-2009 to 31-May-2016.
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